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Abstract 

Psychology is a weapon of family development without which family will not be running 

smoothly and cordially, its role and dedication are so important in conducting family in a 

desired way toward achieving family goal. Generally psychology is indicating unique and 

distinguished wisdom of the entire human beings that was endowed to all the human beings  

by  god naturally   ,according to situation and place this psychology is used and applied but 

generally psychology says to a person while  do a mistake beyond the consciousness and also 

makes him to know future consequences of that mistakes .So, in family system this tools is 

being applied by everyone with an interest to know each other willingness, interest and 

curiosity on family developments .Family developments, husband and wife relations and 

family poor situations  are caused of the psychology factors of the family  members unless 

psychology of   whole family members are getting together to a common purpose definitely  

which will not done successfully . 

Keywords: Family Development, Coordination, Goal achieving, Ethical life, Understanding 

reality 

Introduction  

Psychology and family are inseparable one on account of  influencing each other on same 

goal and achievements .Both are considered as a oil of engine and wheel of a bike, unless oil 

no vehicle could run and unless wheel no vehicle could run just like these reasons and 

examples without physiology no family could run ,in this contexts in each and every issues 

and maters of families psychology is  thoroughly applied with an interest to run entire 

families without fail in meeting its objective and goals ,If family member’s psychology go 
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similar and together without any gap and lacuna definitely all expected goal would be 

understood  without derail and deviations. Its needs are classified in different dimensions 

first one is  physiological needs ,in family systems physiological needs of  both men and 

female are   accomplished there would be nothing problems ,gap and gossip ,its 

dissatisfaction is making all the bitterness and misunderstanding between the family 

members .First up all in family men and women must have uniform psychology when they 

want to attain physiological needs ,to attain this needs psychology says the directions and 

ways as to how men and women have to attain their physiological needs without fail ,once 

thy did not understand and obey to each other as per directions of the psychology adives as to 

attain physiological needs there will arise problems and gap at  male and female relationship 

.Here ,female are engine oil and male are engine to operate engine oil is needed always 

without gap  ,the gap will lead to collapse entire engine so, both of them have to listen the 

advices of the psychology as to attain physiological needs and interests. Especially in the 

contemporary world so many people are suffering from these issues ,particularly everyone 

wants to live according psychology advice as to attain physiological needs without which it 

is very stuff and difficult to understand male heart by  male and female heat by male ,in this 

ways million of people are searching the psychology motivated physiological needs in other 

person apart from their family members and husbands so, to the efficient and effective family 

systems psychology induced physiological needs are determining the family cohesiveness 

,integrity and cordial relations because ,psychology is a thought secretion cataract which will 

be secreting new ideas and imaginations from both side of male and female ,they must be 

interesting always to possess those secreting thoughts in family  without fail ,if they fail 

diversion will come to both male and female .Human being life is made by psychological and 

physiological directions which they should follow and obey to run their life effectively and 

efficiently in tasty route without bitterness ,thus why male and female have to possess the 

psychology induced physiological needs and necessities for  the satisfactions of both male 

and female for conduct a good  life ,if any one interest goes against these psychology induced 

physiological needs definitely problems and diversion will come on their family relationships 

as they could not able to  live together .To run mutual life in family male and female must be 
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resemblance to attain the psychology  induced physiological needs which would make 

furtherance their life in excellent ways . 

Psychology of male and female must be integrated  

In this case if they don’t have uniform psychology it will create divisiveness and crevice 

between them, to avoid this situation both male and female must understand the eagerness 

and needs of every one in both psychological and physiological aspects .Once they are 

satisfied in both concepts they shall be living inseparably up to 100 age with the curiosity 

that they got from each other and keep thinking to possess always irrespective age symptom. 

Because affinity, affection and interest on each others are coming when they possess 

psychology induced physiological needs and interests ,without these relationships would not 

be cordial between male and female .At the same time if the male failure to cooperate with 

female’s physiological interest she will be perverted in wrong path visversa ,each other have 

to surrender their interest to psychological and physiological motivation and imagination 

which will create so many interest and curiosity in attaining tasty life while they think about 

those .Since long back there are large and vast gap  between the married couples in running 

the family system, that is happened especially due to not understanding openly each other 

innate feelings and needs at the time of they feel to attain physiological needs .It will not be 

coming only one time but it is eternal one and will be coming day by day on different 

pictures, according these pictures  interest both male and female have to obey and understand 

. 

In the family system interest, thoughts, characters and attitudes are varied according to each 

other that is a psychological influence ,in attaining common goal of family all psychology 

must be together and similarised without variations .If there is variations victory and goal 

will not be achieved ,in this way parents psychology will influence over children in positive 

ways to control their activities and husband and wife psychology will be matching to each 

other interest in carrying out family collective goals without inferior and superior thoughts 

.For entire  prosperity the  psychology and physiological behaviours of male and female are 

necessary to be integrated with an interest to keep cool their heart and quench their conjugal 

interest and curiosity .bud will get blossom as a flower if it is touched by air and water 
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likewise family would be developed in the path of success and victory once husband and 

wife are possessed satisfactorily their physiological and psychological needs on mutual 

interest . 

Unless this procedure was not followed in all the family system which would be broken 

down without solutions so, men and women have to obey to possess their psychological 

induced physiological needs in all the way of life irrespective of shyness, which will break 

the needful and necessary relations of the male and female life but they have to commit at 

possessing of those interest caused by the physiological patterns without shyness .Once male 

or female is failed to fulfil the needs of a female or male which arises at right time there 

would not be happy in their family system because, those same type of interest will not 

arising at their heart in next time so they must enjoy those interest timely for run efficient 

family system, psychology is an input of all the work ,with its helps all the outcomes are 

reflected in the society as an evidence of the psychology caused factors .So, family is 

consisting of so many factors which are caused by the psychological factors ,as a male and 

female have to associate with it without derail for attain good family system  and god life . 

Conclusion  

 Human being needless to live in an isolated way instead of living in a cohesive ways .In this 

aspects, in this contemporary period so many couples are living in a dissatisfied and isolated 

feelings because of not having same physiological and psychological capacity to understand 

each other’s innate feelings, that must be encroached and absorbed suddenly when it comes 

and arises to each one and possessed by both fairly at smooth aspects. As a result of this 

study good family  system is emerging out when male and female’s innate desires are 

fulfilled by  the both at mutual manner ,here they  have to forget shyness, discipline, ethics 

and morality with an interest to let sprout their physiological interest to be harvested fully by  

both male and female at intensified interest and curiosity. Family is having numerous factors 

in terms of its development, among numerous factors these are the major factors which both 

male and female have to enjoy and harvest thoroughly for the family integrity and 

administrations. Psychology says to human being as to how to live with colourful 

imaginations and physiology says to how to harvest the colourful imaginations are caused by 
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their  psychology .This could be possessed and harvested if men and women  have had 

matching interests and curiosity in their psychology induced imaginations. 
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